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Motivation 
Silicone polymers are frequently used as cushions and inserts between load 

bearing parts.  In this capacity, they must act to position their associated parts and 

distribute mechanical force as appropriate.  One type of failure is specific to silicones that 

are filled with high surface area particulates for purposes of tailoring the polymer 

compressive properties.  Additives such as fumed silicon oxide are presumed to have a 

high degree of surface interaction with the polymer matrix, thus causing the polymer to 

stiffen and to display greater dimensional stability as a function of temperature.  

However, it has been observed that the compressive behavior of these materials is not 

always invariant over long times.  There is evidence that suggests changes in humidity 

and temperature can irreversibly alter the silicone-filler interaction, thereby changing the 

overall characteristics of parts made from such materials.  As before, changes in 

compressive or shear stability can have serious effects on the ability of these materials to 

effectively position precision parts or distribute high mechanical loads. 

We approach the analysis of the filled systems by creating controlled layers of 

silicone polymers attached to silicon oxide substrates. Straight chain vinyl-silicone 

polymers identical to those used in the formulation of pads for stockpile systems are 

chemically appended to a substrate surface, and cross-linked to form a three dimensional 

network.  This type of structure serves as a model of silicone polymer coating a silicon 

oxide filler particle. 

We study these model systems first by using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to 

image the samples with nanometer resolution, and then by measuring the forces of 

interactions between single model silica filler particles and polymer-coated surfaces. We 

use normal longitudinal force AFM to measure adhesion, and a relatively newly 

developed technique, lateral force AFM, to determine the frictional forces between the 

silica particles and the polymer films. Lateral force AFM is a sophisticated technique that 

involves observing the torsional deflections of a cantilever that is scanned across a 

surface perpendicular to the normal mode deflection.  For a carefully calibrated system, 

this gives information on the dynamic frictional component of the particle/polymer 

interaction.  Both force-measuring techniques utilize colloidal silicon oxide probes 

ranging from 0.6 µm to 2.0 µm in diameter. These probes replace the standard sharp 

AFM tip on the cantilever with a spherical bead (Figure 1) and are used to examine 

interactions between the bead material and the sample surface.   

 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Fundamentals In its most common form 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a technique that drags a micromachined stylus or tip 

across a sample surface and produces topographic images of the sample 
1
. As this 

technique operates in the near-field (versus the far field as does optical microscopy) the 

resolution is therefore limited only to the size of the AFM tip. In addition to physical 

topology however, AFM can be used to produce images or data which contain other types 

of surface information (e.g. the distribution of charge, magnetic domains, nanoscale 

chemical modifications, etc.). In order to recognize the potential of this technique it is 

important to consider AFM as a technique whereby a probe is used to carry out a local 

experiment at any point where the probe is in contact with the surface. The results of all 
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successive experiments are collected and reported as a function of the probe’s position on 

the sample. In this way, an image produced by AFM can contain information about the 

sample from the viewpoint of the explicitly chosen experimental parameters. 

Consequently, different operational parameters (e.g. chemical modification of the probe) 

will result in images which contain information about the scanned surface. In addition, 

scanning probe devices can often be operated in single point or line mode (as we discuss 

below in Force Spectroscopy) in order to increase the fidelity of the experiment that is 

conducted on the local scale. 

 
 For the measurements discussed in this report, we use a Veeco Instruments 

Multimode Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) controlled by a Nanoscope III controller. 

The central component of this device is the microcantilever, which bears either a sharp 

probe that is usually between 5-30 nm at the tip, or a colloidal probe as shown above. 

When the tip interacts locally with the sample surface, the force of interaction causes the 

cantilever to bend. A laser is deflected from the cantilever and impinges on a quadrant 

photodetector (Figure 2). Deflection of the cantilever in the normal or Z direction is 

measured by subtracting the voltage from the top two quadrants from the bottom two. 

Similarly, lateral deflection is measured by subtracting the right two quadrants from the 

left (Figure 3). In order to map out the topography of a surface in contact with the tip 

(contact mode imaging) a feedback circuit attempts to maintain a constant deflection of 

the cantilever (i.e. a constant force) by raising and lowering the lever using a 

piezoelectric scanner. The voltage required to move the lever is mapped as a function of 

the xy position of the lever and produces a contact mode image. Another method for 

generating images of a sample surface uses the damping of the cantilever oscillation as a 

feedback mechanism. In this mode (called tapping or noncontact mode) the cantilever is 

driven at its natural resonance frequency and the magnitude of the resonance is measured 

by the photodetector. 

Figure 1. This SEM image 

shows a 5 micron (um) 

spherical silica bead attached 

to a rectangular AFM 

cantilever. These colloidal 

probes are often used to 

examine adhesive and 

frictional interactions between 

the bead and a sample surface.  
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When the tip is close to (or in contact with) the sample surface the magnitude of the tip 

resonance is damped. Similarly to contact mode, the feedback circuit attempts to maintain 

a constant oscillation magnitude by raising and lowering the cantilever and the 

piezoelectric scanner voltage is used to produce an image. Due to the lowered degree of 

tip-sample contact, tapping or noncontact mode is often used to image soft samples to 

prevent damage by the tip.  

 
 

Force spectroscopy- Normal mode Normal mode force spectroscopy allows the 

measurement of forces that are applied along the Z-axis of the cantilever
2-7

. Typical 

measurements include nanoscale adhesion and the elastic response of thin films.  The 

AFM device does not in itself directly measure force, rather it emulates a spring and 

Hooke’s law is used to calculate the force applied to the lever as: 

 

zkF zz =        (1) 

 

where kz and z are the spring constant and the deflection of the cantilever respectively and 

Fz is the measured force. 

Note that in this case we are ignoring the contribution to the force due to the 

elasticity of the material in contact with the AFM cantilever (the contact stiffness) which 

 

Polymer film 

∆ V Lat 

F frict 

∆ V Lat 

F frict 

Figure 3. To measure lateral or 

frictional forces between a tip and 

substrate the AFM can be operated in 

lateral mode whereby the twist of the 

cantilever due to friction between the 

tip and sample is measured.  

∆Vnorm

FAdh

∆Vnorm

FAdh

Figure 2. The AFM operates by moving a cantilever 

bearing a sharp tip into contact with a substrate. 

Deflections of the cantilever are detected in a 

photodetector by measuring the movement of a laser 

beam reflected from the cantilever. In this schematic, 

the adhesion force between a spherical tip and a 

sample is being measured at a single point. Raster 

scanning the tip across the sample allows the 

mapping of local features and produces an image 

whereby the resolution is limited only by the size of 

the AFM tip. 
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would require us to model the system as two springs in series rather than as a single 

spring. In most cases an appropriate cantilever can be selected that has a much lower 

spring constant than almost all polymer samples, allowing us to disregard the contact 

stiffness. This is not the case however for lateral force measurements (as shown in the 

next section) where the lever is much stiffer in torsion as opposed to bending (it is harder 

to twist a beam than it is to bend it.) Lateral force measurements require treating the 

lever-sample system like two springs in series adding a considerable amount of difficulty 

to the calibration of the measurement.   

 The AFM accurately measures two quantities, the distance the cantilever is moved 

by the piezoelectric positioner zPD, and the deflection of the laser spot on the detector in 

Volts. In order to use Hooke’s law to calculate the force, the detector calibration factor 

must be determined. This parameter translates the deflection of the laser spot on the 

detector in (volts) to a physical deflection of the lever (in nanometers). This factor, 

commonly called the sensitivity of the detector,ζ, is ascertained by moving the cantilever 

into contact with a flat substrate so that a movement in z corresponds directly to a 

deflection of the cantilever. The slope of this line in V/nm is the sensitivity of the 

detector and permits the calculation of the physical defection of the cantilever as: 

 

ζPDzz =       (2) 

 

where zL is the physical deflection of the cantilever, zPD is the deflection of the laser spot 

on the photodetector due to a deflection of the cantilever, and ζ is the sensitivity of the 

detector. 

 

The calculation of the force applied to the cantilever also requires the spring constant, kz 

of the cantilever. For a rectangular lever the spring constant can be calculated as
8
: 

 

    k
l

Ewt
z =

4 3

3       (3) 

 

where E is the elastic modulus of the cantilever and l,w, and t are the length, width and 

thickness. 

 

Unfortunately the thickness of AFM cantilevers is a challenging parameter to 

accurately determine, as it is controlled by the microfabrication process (in fact the 

thickness of the lever is determined by the final etch, a notoriously inconsistent step) and 

can vary considerably from lever to lever. As thickness (t) is cubed in kz even small 

errors in this determination lead to quite large errors in the spring constant.  

A more accurate method for determining the cantilever spring constant uses the 

equipartition theorem to relate the measured thermal noise in the AFM cantilever 

deflection signal to the spring constant in the cantilever, which is assumed to behave like 

an ideal spring (a simple harmonic oscillator)
3, 9, 10

. The equipartition theorem explicitly 

states that the thermal energy present in all terms in the Hamiltonian of a system that are 

quadratically dependent on a generalized coordinate is equal to kBT/2, where kB is 

Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature (in Kelvin) thus: 
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The spring constant calibration therefore requires only the ability to measure the 

temperature and the average deflection of the cantilever in the time domain (in order to 

exclude other sources of noise, such as electronic noise, 60 Hz noise, table vibrations, 

etc., the noise is measured in the frequency domain). 

 

Force Spectroscopy- Lateral mode Lateral mode force spectroscopy permits the 

measurement of forces that are applied transversely to the length of the cantilever
11-15

. 

Data from a lateral force experiment is shown in Figure 4. To produce this data an AFM 

cantilever is moved laterally back and forth across a flat sample and the lateral deflection 

of the cantilever is measured by a photodetector. When the cantilever first begins its 

lateral motion, the tip sticks to the substrate and the cantilever undergoes a lateral 

deflection or twist. When the lateral force on the cantilever increases beyond the static 

friction coefficient, the tip slips along the substrate until it reaches the end of its travel at 

which point its motion is reversed. The two traces (forward and back) are combined into 

a single “friction loop” (Figure 4), The voltage difference between the two traces contains 

information regarding the tip-sample frictional interaction.  

 
Calibration Lateral force mode (LFM) is used mainly to measure frictional forces 

between a tip-bearing cantilever and the substrate. Although there are many similarities 

between normal force and lateral force modes there are some important differences that 

require additional effort in order to properly make these measurements. Most 

significantly, wherein with the normal force measurements the elastic response of the tip-

material contact can be disregarded in the calculation due to the magnitude of the contact 

stiffness, kc (i.e. kcs >> kz) for most frictional measurements the cantilever lateral spring 

constant and the contact stiffness are comparable in magnitude (i.e. kL ~kcs) and thus the 

system must be treated as two springs in series
16

. The force and deflection due to the 

force may be modeled as follows, where FL is the friction force necessary to cause slip at 

the contact interface, therefore: 

     

    stotycycL ykykykF ===     (6)  
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Figure 4. Friction loop showing 

the stick-slip behavior of the 

AFM tip as it moves laterally 

forward and back across a sample 

surface. The y-axis is the lateral 

deflection or twist of the 

cantilever. The x-axis is the 

distance traveled by the tip. 
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Where ys is the lateral scanner travel, yc is the lateral deformation of the contact, and y is 

the component of the lateral motion at the interface leading to the twisting of the 

cantilever. ktot is the combined spring constant of the cantilever and the tip-sample 

contact. 

   

 In terms of the combined motion of the cantilever, the scanner, and the tip-sample 

contact: 

    cs yyy +=       (8) 

 

The twist of the cantilever is detected by the photodetector which outputs a voltage that is 

proportional to the torsional motion of the lever: 

 

    ζφ=LFMV       (9) 

 

Where ζ is the lateral detector sensitivity (this value is analogous to the normal sensitivity 

(s) for normal mode force measurements discussed above) and ϕ is the physical twist in 

radians of the cantilever.  

 

The slope, S, of the LFM output while the tip sticks to the sample is therefore equal to the 

twist in the cantilever divided by the scanner travel ys. Therefore: 

 

    
ss

LFM

yy

V
S

ζφ
==      (10) 

And since the twist in the cantilever in radians is equal to the lateral component of 

motion, y, divided by the torque arm distance from the cantilever to the sample surface 

(this is essentially the tip height, h) thus: 

 

    hy=φ       (11) 

 

    
sy

y
hS

ζ
=       (12) 

   

Remembering that ktotys=kyy: 

 

    
y

tot

k

k
hS

ζ
=       (13) 

For this method, the lateral detector sensitivity, ζ, and the lateral cantilever spring 

constant are assumed to be constant, so that hS varies only with the combined stiffness 

ktot. If a condition can be found in which all of the deflection is occurring in the cantilever 

then ktot = ky and hS = ζ16
. From experiment this condition is met with large-radii 
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cantilever tips (≥ 1micron) at loads greater than 2000 nN. Before starting to take data 

therefore, the detector lateral sensitivity, ζ, can be obtained by generating friction loops at 

high load forces and then measuring the slope, S, of the trace at the points where the 

cantilever is twisting. Multiplying by the height, h, of the tip from the cantilever produces 

the sensitivity value. For cantilevers with attached colloidal spheres the height is 

calculated as h = 2R + t, where R is the radius of the attached sphere and t is the thickness 

of the cantilever.  

 Once the lateral detector sensitivity is obtained, the lateral spring constant, kL, of 

the cantilever must be acquired. We use two different methods to measure kL 

Method 1:  The first relies on published simulations of the mechanical behavior 

of a rectangular lever under an applied load
17, 18

. Although the simulations do not produce 

an analytical solution, numerical methods are used to approximate the resulting bending 

behavior of the cantilever. This method is similar to the normal mode spring constant (kz) 

calibration in that it requires a measurement of the resonance frequency of the cantilever. 

In this case however, it is the torsional resonance (rather than the normal mode) that is 

required. Assuming that the length of a cantilever, L, is much greater than its width, b, 

which in turn greatly exceeds its thickness, t, than the torsional spring constant, kφ, is 

given by: 

   vactc tLbk ,
23

23

1
ωρ

π
φ =     (14) 

    

Where ρc is the density of the cantilever and ωt,vac  is the resonant frequency of torsional 

vibration in a vacuum.  

 

This equation is of limited use however, due to the difficulty in measuring cantilever 

density and thickness, and the resonant frequency in a vacuum. From recently published 

theoretical models for cantilever beams immersed in viscous fluids
17, 18

 it has been 

determined that the vacuum resonant frequency can be directly related to the resonant 

frequency in air or fluid, ωt by: 

    ( )
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Where ρ is the density of the gas or fluid and Γr
t
(ωt) is the real part of the hydrodynamic 

function for a cantilever which depends only on the Reynolds number, Re.  

 

In addition the mass density of the cantilever (ρch) is only dependent on the density of the 

surrounding medium, the width of the cantilever, and the quality factor, Q. Substituting 

these in to the equation for kφ we find: 

 

    )(1592.0 4

t

t

rtLQbk ωωρφ Γ=     (16) 

   

This result relates the torsional spring constant at the end of the cantilever to its 

dimensions, L,b, the resonant peak and Q value in air of fluid, and the density of the air 
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or fluid. The hydrodynamic function, Γ, can be obtained from a look-up table. Finally the 

lateral spring constant can be calculated from the torsional spring constant, kφ, as: 

    
2

h

k
kL

φ
=       (17) 

Where h is the distance between the sample surface and the top of the cantilever and for a 

bead attached to a cantilever is given by twice the radius of the bead. 

 

 Method 2: The second method measures the lateral twist of the cantilever 

directly by utilizing a calibration substrate that displays planes which are tilted at known 

degrees (Figure 5)
19

. This technique has the advantage of providing a calibration factor, 

α, that contains both the detector sensitivity and the lateral spring constant in one 

constant. That is α, in Newtons/Volt provides a direct translation from the voltage 

measured on the detector to the lateral force encountered by the AFM cantilever.  When 

the cantilever is dragged laterally across the calibration substrate the twist of the 

cantilever in response to the lateral applied force (simply a function of the applied force 

in the z-direction) is measured. The torsional force acting on the cantilever due to a tilt in 

the substrate is then compared to the torsion due to friction on a flat substrate. Although 

this method can generate highly reliable spring constants, the actual measurements 

required to deliver precise and reproducible results are tedious and time consuming. We 

have begun the process of automating this mode of calibration by producing custom 

LabView (National Instruments) code that interfaces directly with the AFM and will 

simplify the process.  

 
Lateral Force Measurements: Finally, once the detector sensitivity and the lateral 

spring constant are obtained, the lateral force can be calculated as: 

 

    
L

LL

L
R

Vk
F

ζ2

∆
=      (18) 

Figure 5. An SEM image of a lateral force calibration grid and a 

schematic of the geometry used to relate the measured lateral deflection 

to a lateral force. 
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where ∆VL is measured as the difference between the forward and backward lateral 

deflection traces in the friction loop (see Figure 4).  

 To perform an experiment, friction loops are obtained at increasing load forces 

(Figure 6) and the lateral force, FL, is calculated. The lateral force versus the load force is 

then graphed (Figure 7). Model fits to this data allow the extraction of physical properties 

of the tip-sample interaction as described in the next section. Initial measurements of the 

lateral force as a function of loading force between a 1.0 micron silicon oxide bead 

attached to the cantilever and a polymer coated aerogel surface showed an unexpected 

behavior. As shown in Figure 7, the friction force did not increase with the loading force 

as expected. 

 
We discovered that the detector sensitivity was to blame. Rather than being constant with 

loading force as predicted, at increased loading forces the detector sensitivity decreases. 

This can be explained first by reviewing the assumptions that are made in measuring the 

detector voltage. The first, that the laser spot on the detector is round (see Figure 1) is 

false
20

. Rather, the spot is non-axially symmetric so that as the spot moves up the detector 

due to increasing cantilever deflections (as a consequence of higher loading forces) the 
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Figure 6. Friction loops 
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measurement, FL.    
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Figure 7. Friction vs load force for a 1.0 um silicon oxide bead on a polymer 

coated aerogel surface. Unexpectedly, the friction force decreased with 

increased loading force.  
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detector output voltage does not increase linearly with deflection. Additionally, it appears 

that the sensitivity of the detector itself is not uniform across the entire surface, leading to 

errors at higher cantilever deflections. We compensated for this effect by measuring the 

detector sensitivity at the loading forces used in the experiments and constructing a load 

calibration graph (Figure 8). Including the load calibrations with the lateral force data 

produced the correct lateral force versus loading force behavior (Figure 9). 

 

Converting Force Measurements To Material Properties Force measurements 

alone- while useful for determining the amount of force required to break a bond to a 

surface or predicting the lifetime of a component undergoing friction- do not in 

themselves reveal underlying material properties of the sample under study. In fact, the 

forces measured using the AFM under proper conditions are assumed to be single-

asperity elastic contact forces, and are directly dependent on the physical area of the 

contact
11, 21

. Continuum models that include a prediction of the contact geometry are 

therefore required to extract material properties of the samples undergoing study. Three 

analytical models are commonly used, the Hertz, the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR), 

and the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT). In the absence of adhesion, the Hertz model 

has been shown to accurately predict the material properties of interacting elastic spheres. 

 
However, at the small scales typically probed by AFM the surface-to-bulk ratio (the 

relative amount of interacting surface area versus the interacting bulk material) becomes 

significant and adhesion can not be discounted
22

. The two models that include adhesion, 

the JKR and DMT, are essentially limiting cases for the spatial ranges over which the 

measured forces operate. When the surface forces are short range in comparison to the 

elastic deformations they cause (i.e. compliant materials, strong adhesion, large tip radii), 

the JKR effectively predicts the area of contact and thus the material properties of the 

sample. When the reverse is true (i.e. stiff materials, weak adhesion, small tip radii) the 

DMT applies. Rather than making assumptions regarding which model applies to the 

current system under study, a process is used to fit the experimentally measured friction 

data which then reveals the appropriate model. This process is as follows, the variation of 

contact area with load can be generalized to a single equation: 
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Figure 8. AFM detector sensitivity as a 

function of the applied loading force. 

As shown, the detector sensitivity 

decreases as the laser spot moves away 

from the center of the detector. This can 

be explained in two ways, firstly, the 

laser spot is not axially symmetric on 

the detector, and secondly, the light 

sensitivity is not uniform across the 

detector surface. 
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where a is the contact radius, a0 is the contact radius at zero load, L is the load force, and 

Lc(α) is the negative critical load (or measured pull-off force) and is related directly to the 

adhesion between the tip and sample. α is a model dependent parameter and equals 1 for 

the JKR case, and 0 for the DMT. 

 

Assuming that friction is directly proportional to the contact area: 

 

    2aFL πτ ⋅=       (20) 

 

where FL is the measured lateral force, τ is the interfacial shear stress, and a is the contact 

radius. 

 

Combining the two equations: 
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Fitting the experimental data (lateral force, FL, versus load force, L) to this equation with 

α=1, and α=0, and using the measured Lc(α) and a0 and τ as fitting parameters, permits 

the determination of the appropriate model to use (JKR or DMT). In addition it allows the 

calculation of the interfacial adhesion energy, γ, as once either JKR or DMT have been 

selected Lc(α) can be used to calculate γ as: 
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Figure 9. As predicted for 

single asperity contacts, 

the friction force between 

a 1 micron silicon oxide 

bead and a polymer-

coated aerogel surface 

increases with increasing 

loading forces. 

Unfortunately, the aerogel 

surface proved to be too 

rough on the nanoscale to 

make reproducible lateral 

force measurements.  
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where R is the radius of the AFM tip 

 

Also, once the interfacial adhesion energy, γ, is determined, the combined elastic 

modulus, K, of the tip-sample can be determined by inserting the known values for a0, γ 

and R: 
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As the Poisson ratio’s of the AFM tip (single crystal silicon) and sample, and the 

Young’s modulus of the AFM tip are known, the Young’s modulus of the sample can 

thus be calculated as: 
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where υtip and υsamp are the Poisson ratios of the tip and sample and Etip and Esamp are the 

Youngs modulus of the tip and sample. 

 

Finally, this process produces the interfacial shear stress, τ,  between the AFM tip 

and the sample, a value which is of particular interest to us. This parameter and the 

interfacial adhesion energy provide accurate determinations of the nature of the 

interactions between two surfaces.  

In the case of the measurements reported below, these values report on the 

interactions between single silicon oxide filler particles mounted on the AFM cantilever 

(taking the place of the typical AFM tip) and the M9787 polymer samples. As previously 

stated the goal of this project is to relate modifications in this parameter to changes in the 

interaction between filler particles and the polymer matrix as a function of hydration, 

radiation exposure, and material aging. 

 

Sample preparation Initial attempts at spin coating the unfilled M9787 silicone onto 

flat single-crystal silicon substrates met with failure. Without a high concentration of 

silicon oxide filler the polymer samples were too soft (almost a liquid) to image with 

AFM. Next, we coated the M9787 onto flat substrates of silicon oxide aerogels, reasoning 

that the increased surface area of the substrate would add stability to the polymer film. 

This was indeed the case and lateral force measurements were successfully obtained from 
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these samples. However, the non-uniform roughness of the samples created a new 

problem with reproducibility. Although over microns the samples were flat, the nanoscale 

roughness of the polymer-coated aerogel surface “coupled in” to the lateral force 

measurements and different samples displayed widely different frictional coefficients.  

Recognizing that locally flat substrates were a necessity, we returned to the silicon 

substrates. We solved the softness issue initially by covalently attaching polymer 

“tethers” to the silicon substrates, spin-coating the M9787 on top of the modified 

substrates, and then cross-linking the M9787 to the tethers with exposure to ultraviolet 

light (UV) (Figure 10). This produced a rigid sample that closely approximated the filled 

silicones. While experimenting with the crosslinking process we discovered that the UV 

exposure of the M9787 (without the additional substrate preparation) was enough to 

produce the required rigidity, although the chemically treated samples were more rigid 

and displayed longer term stability. 

 

 

Experiments: 

 

Results from imaging When this project initially began, we had questions concerning 

the nature of the material undergoing our analysis. We obtained samples of filled silicone 

pads (M9787) and imaged them with the AFM. In Figure 11, the lighter portions of the 

sample are higher. This image reveals two issues regarding direct analysis of this 

material. The first is that these polymer-filler composite materials contain large 

aggregates of filler particles as seen by the large variation in height across the sample. 

The second is that this material displays molding marks (the roughly 50 nm sized oval 

features) that prevent topographical images from revealing any details regarding the 
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Figure 10. The schematic shown above outlines the process of crosslinking the 

M9787 polymer onto a silicon substrate. The chemical treatment of the substrate 

enables highly rigid thin films that do not require filler for robustness. 
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polymer-filler interaction by occluding nanoscale sample features. Due to these results 

we decided to produce our own samples and thus enable the reduction of the 

concentration of filler particles and variability due to the pad production. We imaged 

M9787 samples containing low concentrations of the silicon oxide filler produced in the 

method described above (Figure 12). 

 

 
The images revealed that even at low filler concentrations the isolated particles were 

relatively large irregular aggregates. As an additional experiment we attempted to 

measure the elastic modulus of the polymer films as a function of distance from the filler 

particles, as earlier studies have indicated that the polymer matrix is modified at close 

proximity to the particle. These measurements are made by using a sharp AFM tip and 

indenting the sample at evenly spaced points across the sample. In the image shown in 

the inset of Figure 13 each pixel represents a single measurement of elastic modulus. 

Line scans taken from the three dimensional data are shown in Figure 13. Once again, the 

irregularly shaped filler aggregates prevented a reproducible measurement of the polymer 

Figure 12. An AFM image of a 

M9787 thin film containing a 

silicon oxide particle aggregate. 

Even with long-term sonication of 

the polymer-filler solutions prior 

to spin-coating the solutions onto 

silicon substrates, single silicon 

oxide filler particles embedded in 

the polymer matrix could not be 

obtained. 

Figure 11. An AFM image 

of a M9787 silicone pad. 

The image shows the non-

uniformity in the filler size 

and distribution within the 

polymer matrix. 

Additionally, the small, 

roughly oval features are 

the result of the process of 

molding and pressure 

treating the pad. 
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elastic modulus near the particles, although the bulk modulus in the film was easily 

determined. The measured bulk elastic modulus closely matched earlier measurements of 

similarly prepared M9787 films, ~ 2.0 MPa, and increased dramatically near Particle 1 

but not Particle 2. This effect likely reflected probing the hard silicon oxide material of 

Particle 1 rather than the polymer film associated with the particle, as it could be seen 

from the height image that Particle 1 extended some distance from the surface of the film. 

Particle 2 was mostly buried under the surface of the polymer film and made no 

contribution to the measured elastic modulus, even though the polymer film was surely 

much thinner above the particle in comparison to the bulk film. It appeared that the film 

thickness had little effect on the bulk elastic modulus. This is to be expected when the 

indenting tip is much smaller than the film thickness, as it is in our case. We tested this 

by preparing films of various thicknesses and repeating the experiment. We found that in 

all cases the elastic modulus of the film was independent of the thickness (in contrast to 

this, the measured interfacial shear stress, τ, was directly dependent on the thickness of 

the polymer film, as we report in the following section). 

In order to remove the effects of the irregularity in shape of the filler particles, 

one micron spherical silicon oxide beads were purchased and M9787 polymer solutions 

were prepared using the beads in place of the regular silicon oxide filler. Prior to 

repeating the indentation experiments, we imaged the samples first to measure the 

topography of the polymer films containing the embedded silicon oxide beads, and then 
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Figure 13. Elastic modulus measured across two silicon oxide filler particles 

embedded in an M9787 polymer film. In these measurements the irregular nature 

of the filler particles resulted in two widely varying values for the modulus close 

to the filler particles. The modulus in the bulk unfilled material was ~ 2.0 MPa, a 

value similar to earlier measurements. The inset shows the location of the two line 

scans. 
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Figure 14. Constant-amplitude tapping mode (A) and height (B) images of an 

M9787 polymer film with embedded silica beads. The tapping mode image 

shows variations in the modulus of the polymer matrix generated by the 

presence of the silica beads.   

A B 

using a form of tapping mode imaging which generates contrast based on the mechanical 

characteristics of the sample (Figure 14). This kind of imaging allows qualitative 

determinations of the elastic modulus of thin films. From Figure 14A it can be seen that 

the film modulus varies dramatically in the region of the embedded particles, creating 

rings of influence extending outward from the silicon oxide beads. When the influence 

from one bead intersects with another complex interactions in the film modulus are 

produced. This result was rather surprising, as interactions between the silicon oxide 

particles and the polymer matrix are only expected to extend outward from the particle a 

few polymer lengths (<< 1.0 micron). We now believe that this long range effect is not 

due to a specific interaction between the silicon oxide surface of the filler particle and the 

polymer matrix but rather an artifact from the preparation of the film in which the 

polymer film density is modified by the presence of the particles. It remains to be seen 

whether or not other film preparation methods such as molding or physical spreading, 

rather than our current spin-coating technique, produce similar effects. If so, these density 

variations could have significant consequences on the aging of the material and would 

need to be included in computational models that predict long-term material behavior. 

 

Force Measurements  

In order to further examine the interactions between silicon oxide particles and the 

M9787 polymer films, we performed normal and lateral force experiments using a single 

silicon oxide filler particle mounted on an AFM cantilever in order to obtain; the correct 

physical model to use (JKR or DMT), the interfacial adhesion energy, γ, and the shear 

stress, τ.  Samples were prepared by spin-coating the M9787 polymer at various 

thicknesses onto flat single crystal silicon substrates and then cross linking the polymer 

with ultraviolet light as described above.  The cantilevers were calibrated to obtain the 

normal and lateral detector sensitivities and the normal and torsional spring constants 

prior to each experiment. The AFM is encased in an environmental chamber that permits 
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the humidity to be reduced down to ~ 0.04 % relative humidity. Dry nitrogen is flowed 

through the chamber for at least 24 hours before each experiment and the cantilevers are 

cleaned with UV-ozone to remove water or any organic contaminants.  

For our initial control experiment, we wanted to determine if the measured lateral 

force on the polymer films was dependent on the rate at which we produced the friction 

loops. We performed an experiment where we measured the lateral force with the applied 

load held constant while varying the scan rate (for a regular lateral force measurement, 

the lateral force is measured at a constant scan rate while the applied load is increased). 

We found strong rate dependencies for all loads at scan rates below ~12.2 um/second 

(Figure 15). That is at rates slower than this, the lateral force increased with scan rate.  

Higher loading forces appeared to be slightly less rate dependent, for example, at 

a constant applied load of 3V, the lateral force did not increase once the scan rate had 

reached ~ 8 um/second. The rate dependence is likely due to the deformation of the 

polymer film around the silicon oxide bead when the bead is in contact with the film. At 

lower scan rates the bead pushes the deformation in front of it, and this contributes to the 

measured lateral force. At higher scan rates the bead skips over the deformation in the 

film and so the measured lateral force is due solely to interactions between the bead and 

the polymer film. To test this hypothesis we repeated the measurement on a flat piece of 

silicon with no polymer film. As expected the lateral force showed only a slight 

dependence on the scan rate. From these results we resolved to make all lateral force 

measurements at scan rates above 12.2 um/second and at loading rates higher than 48.6 

nN.  
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Figure 15. Lateral force as a function of scan rate. This experiment was 

performed in order to determine the optimum scan rate for making the lateral 

force measurements. From these results we determined that at scan rates above 
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force is independent of scan rate. The inset shows a measurement performed 
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After determining the optimum scan rates, we began the lateral force measurements by 

first measuring adhesion between the silicon oxide bead mounted on the AFM cantilever 

and a bare silicon surface (the adhesion force is required for the application of the 

physical models to the lateral force data). Then the lateral force as a function of load was 

measured and the two physical models (JKR and DMT) were fit to the data. For these 

Figure 16. Lateral Force versus load force for a single 1.0 um silicon oxide bead 

on single crystal silicon. Both the DMT and JKR models were fit to the data with 

the contact patch, a0, and the shear stress, τ, as fitting parameters. The DMT 

model fit the data best, generating a contact patch of ~ 0.04 um, and a shear 

stress of 1.3 MPa. 
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Figure 17. Histograms of adhesion force measurements made between 

silica beads and three different polymer films. 
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measurements, ten friction loops are generated at each load force, and the values are 

averaged. The error bars in the graphs are the standard deviations. As seen in Figure 16, 

the DMT model fit much better to the bead on bare silicon data. This is to be expected as 

the DMT model applies in cases where the substrate material is rigid. The model fits 

revealed a contact radius of ~0.04 um, in keeping with estimations for a 1.0 micron bead 

in contact with a hard substrate, and a shear strength of 1.3 MPa, an appropriate range for 

interactions between silicon/silicon oxide. 

 
In a similar manner the adhesion force and then the lateral force as a function of 

applied load were measured between a 1.0 um silica bead and an M9787 polymer film. 

The adhesion data from three different polymer films is shown in Figure 17. Large 

numbers of pull-off measurements are made (the tip is placed in contact with the 

substrate and then pulled off while monitoring the deflection of the cantilever). 

Histograms of the adhesion force versus frequency are generated and the data is fit with a 

Gaussian. The adhesive forces between the silica bead and the polymer averaged ~ 4.32 ± 

0.65 nN. 

In this case, the JKR model rather than the DMT model fit the lateral force data 

best, as shown in Figure 18. From the model fit, the contact radius was determined to be 

~ 0.05 um, in keeping with the expected contact radius for a 1.0 um bead in contact with 

a compliant film. The shear strength was much lower for the polymer film in comparison 

with the bare silicon substrate, (~0.12 MPa versus 1.32 MPa on bare silicon).  

In order to determine one of the possible sources of error in the shear strength 

determination for a polymer sample, we repeated the measurements three times at three 

different areas of the sample and fit the data as before (Figure 19). Although for all three 

areas the lateral force at zero applied load differed- possibly due to slight differences in 

Figure 18. Lateral force vs. applied load for a 1.0 um silica bead on M9787 polymer 

film. Both the DMT and JKR models were fit to the data with the contact patch, a0, 

and the shear stress, τ, as fitting parameters. The JKR model fit the data best, 

generating a contact patch of ~ 0.05 um, and a shear stress of ~0.12 MPa. 
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the contact patch between the silica bead and the polymer film- the measured shear 

strengths were consistently ~ 0.125 ± .01 MPa. 

 

 
Finally, the effects on the mechanical characteristics of the polymer films due to 

changes in thickness were evaluated. As discussed earlier, the polymer-coated silicon 

substrate is a reasonable model for a filler particle surrounded by the polymer matrix. 

Thus varying the thickness of the polymer film between the silica bead on the cantilever 

and the silicon substrate is a method whereby the nature of the polymer film between two 

filler particles in a real filled polymer system can be investigated. Three polymer samples 

were prepared at different thicknesses by spin-coating the polymer solution onto silicon 

substrates at different spin rates. A portion of each sample was masked off and the 

remaining areas were crosslinked with ultraviolet light. After removing the mask the 

samples were rinsed in toluene to remove the non-crosslinked polymer and a DekTak 

stylus profiler was used to characterize the thickness of the polymer film at the film 

interface. The adhesion forces between silica beads and the polymer films were measured 

and the lateral force versus loading force obtained. Finally, model fits to the lateral force 

were made as described earlier. The results from these measurements are shown in Figure 

20. Interestingly, although the adhesion energy and elastic modulus did not vary 

dramatically with polymer film thickness, the shear strength more than doubled as the 

film thickness decreased. This behavior may be partially ascribed to a greater degree of 

interaction between the silica bead and the silicon substrate as the contact patch between 

the bead and film becomes larger than the polymer film thickness. Furthermore, the 

increase in shear strength may in part be due to increased ordering of the polymer chains 

at the silicon oxide interface as has been predicted in other studies. Finally, effects due to 

density variations in the polymer films (as a result of the spin-coating method) may also 

play a role in the increase in shear strength. Clearly, additional experiments are necessary 

Figure 19. Lateral force vs applied load for a 1.0 um bead on an M9787 

polymer film- three different areas. All areas showed similar shear 

moduli and contact patch radii.   
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to identify the specific mechanisms responsible for changes in the mechanical 

characteristics of silicone films. The results from all current experiments are tabulated in 

Table 1. 

 

Substrate Model Adhesion 

energy (γ, 

J/m) 

Contact 

radius 

(a0,um) 

Elastic 

modulus 

(E, 

MPa) 

Shear 

strength 

(τ, MPa) 

Bare silicon DMT 0.49e-3 0.041 NA 1.32 

M9787 Film 1 JKR 1.42e-3 0.055  1.98 0.119 

M9787 Film 1 JKR 1.38e-3 0.049 2.11 0.126 

M9787 Film 1 JKR 1.39e-3 0.051 2.08 0.130 

M9787 Film 2 JKR 1.49e-3 0.045 1.95 0.354 

M9787 Film 3 JKR 1.52e-3 0.039 1.92 0.872 

 

Table 1. Interfacial characteristics for the adhesive and frictional interactions between 

one um silica beads attached to AFM cantilevers and various substrates. The three 

polymer films were of decreasing thickness (1,2,3) 

 

 

Figure 20. Shear stress as a function of film thickness. Thinner films displayed 

higher shear strengths. This may be due to increased ordering of the polymer film 

near the silicon oxide interface, an increased degree of interaction between the 

silica bead and the silicon substrate, or possibly variations in polymer density due 

to variations in the sample preparation. The x and y error bars are due to errors in 

the model fit to the data, and errors in the determination of film thickness, 

respectively. 
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Future Work: 

We have begun the process of examining filled polymer systems both with AFM imaging 

and with the measurements of adhesion and lateral forces between model filler particles 

and silicone films. Although the work thus far has served mainly to validate the method 

and lay the groundwork for future experiments we have begun to make useful 

observations regarding the mechanical characteristics of these systems. Future work will 

involve examining in depth how modifications to the mechanical characteristics take 

place, specifically, how environmental factors such as hydration/dehydration, radiation 

exposure, and aging influence mechanical stability. The main goal behind the acquisition 

of these data is to feed coarse-grained polymer dynamic simulations for the construction 

of a predictive polymer model.  Once the initial model is in place, it will be refined by 

comparing it against empirical measurements of the behavior of specialized test polymer 

materials under various conditions.  These test materials will consist of silicone polymers 

that are filled with the same silica beads that are used to form the test probes described in 

the present work.  When the model has been successfully refined with respect to the test 

material, it will then undergo mathematical generalization to account for the highly 

variable nature of the fumed silica fillers that are used in practical polymer materials. 
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Appendix 1: Normal -mode calibration 

 

The procedure for calibrating the AFM for normal mode force measurements is as 

follows: 

 

 Measurements: 

1. mount a flat substrate in the AFM  

• clean silicon wafers or freshly-cleaved mica or graphite work well  

2. mount cantilever  to be calibrated in the AFM  

3. position laser for strong signal with compact spot size  

• signal measured with the AFM's A+B meter  

• spot inspected by inserting a small piece of paper in the beam  

4. zero the A–B signal  

• achieved by positioning the photodetector in our instrument  

5. do a coarse approach  

6. do auto approach to sample  

7. go to force curves  

8. record A–B (deflection) data during force curves 

• note ramp size and rate  

9. withdraw from the substrate  

• by several microns, beyond the range of surface forces  

10. send A–B (deflection) data into spectrum analyzer and collect thermal spectrum 

• A–B signal must be zeroed well enough to make use of this sensitivity  

• data rate must be comfortably more than double the cantilever resonant 

frequency to be able to characterize the resonant peak  

• enough data should be acquired to allow a clean power spectrum to be 

generated (we usually record a time series of several million data points 

over several 10s of seconds)  

Analysis 

The data analysis (which is automated in Igor Pro) involves the following steps:  

1. from step eight above  measure the slope of the contact portion of the force curve  

• a smallish deflection range should be used to avoid detector nonlinearities  

• since the substrate was rigid, the calibrated slope should be 1; thus the 

reciprocal of this slope is the deflection calibration factor s  

2. calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise data from step ten above  

3. identify the peak corresponding to the fundamental resonant mode  

• the manufacturer's specs are usually enough to figure out which peak is 

which  

• beware of aliasing: if you suspect that a peak is not in the right place, try 

increasing your acquisition rate  
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• also beware of electronic noise (usually a very sharp peak) or other 

vibrational modes  

4. fit a Lorentizian (with baseline) to the peak  

• the functional form is:  

P f
A

f f B
( )

( )
=

− +0

  

where A and B are fitting parameters 

5. determine the area under the peak from the fit parameters  

P
A

B
= π  

6. estimate the ambient temperature T of the cantilever  

• ours runs at about 305 K  

7. apply the thermal calibration formula to determine k  

The PSD is easily obtained using a spectrum analyzer that can measure up to 100 kHz 

(the majority of cantilevers have normal mode resonant frequencies < 100 kHz) and this 

process is relatively quick and easy once the equipment is set up, each determination of 

the cantilever spring constant taking about five minutes. Once the spring constant, kz, and 

the normal photodetector sensitivity, ζL, are determined the adhesion force between an 

AFM tip and a sample surface can be measured by producing a force curve. This is 

accomplished by moving the tip into contact with the surface and then retracting the tip 

while measuring the deflection of the cantilever.  

 


